Sit back, relax and be spoilt as you experience elegance overlooking the beautiful Dural
surrounds & landscaped gardens.
Curb your cravings with a delicious High Tea menu featuring an array of T2 teas to select
from (or a coffee if you need an afternoon kick) and top it off with our ‘Pretty in Pink’
cocktail or a sparkling wine at Biviano’s

2-hour Service
Thursday & Friday from 12:30pm
Saturday 2:00pm to 4:00pm

High Tea
‘PRETTY IN PINK’ HIGH TEA
$65 per person
A set selection of sweets, petit fours, finger sandwiches and scones with preserve &
clotted cream
Choose from a selection of boutique T2 Teas or a coffee
‘Pretty in Pink’ gin cocktail

TRADITIONAL
$52 per person
A set selection of sweets, petit fours, finger sandwiches and scones with preserve &
clotted cream
Choose from a selection of boutique T2 Teas or a coffee

AUSTRALIAN SPARKLING
$60 per person
A set selection of sweets, petit fours, finger sandwiches and scones with preserve &
clotted cream
Choose from a selection of boutique T2 Teas or a coffee
Glass of Australian sparkling wine

EXTRA NOTES
1.
2.
3.

Number of guests booked for and standing 24-hours prior is the number of guests charged
Gluten Free or Vegetarian High Tea can be organised (minimum 24-hours’ notice). No other
dietary requirements can be catered for
Over 20 guests: Private room required, minimum spends apply, event High Tea packages
applicable

Tea Selection
BLACK

English Breakfast
The classic. A traditional blend of Sri Lankan broken-leaf teas. Stimulating and aromatic,
the full body and tannins have been said to take on the flavours of a full English cooked
breakfast

Earl Grey
A revered favourite, Earl Grey was first created by a Chinese Mandarin in honour of the
British Prime Minister.

French Earl Grey
Earl Grey gets a French twist which is oh-so-fruity. A medium-bodied black tea base with
pretty petals and slivers of fruit that play with classic bergamot in an inspiring, bold and
refined infusion

Really Russian Caravan
Taking inspiration from the Silk Road, our blend of China black teas, including keemun
and lapsang souchong, is a delicious road to travel. An orange hue through this smoky
brew reveals a medium-bodied infusion that's like passing through a pine forest.

Chai
Based on one of the many and varied traditional Indian Chai recipes
this Black Tea based herb and spice blend is aromatic and rich.

Madagascan Vanilla
Keemun leaves harmoniously blended with vanilla pieces produce a glorious treat with a
touch of sweet. A medium-bodied silky smooth brew has a rich aroma and a clean finish.

Darjeeling
A dry, khaki leaf with white tips produces a light, gorgeously golden infusion. Sweet,
floral and fruity aromas precede soft and light muscatels in the mouth with a delicate
finish.

Orange Pekoe
Hints of sugar cane, sweet sultanas and a light touch of tannins provide a clean brisk
finish in this medium-bodied, bright copper coloured tea.

Choc Chip Chai
A classic Chai blend of black tea with cloves, star anise, sweet cinnamon, ginger and
orange peel and delicious cacao bean pieces provides a distinctive, warm chocolaty
aroma with nutty nuances.

Crème Brûlée
A silky, decadent sweet treat. Velvety vanilla plays with caramelised hazelnuts in a
gorgeously golden brew. An intense aroma enhances a refined and delicate infusion.

Monk Pear
Big, bold and sweet, yet surprisingly humble, a black tea blend with sweet jasmine
blossoms, classic bergamot and crisp pear flavours. The sweet pear flavours envelop your
senses and you finish with a lingering bergamot sensation.
WHITE

White Rose
Delicate white tea is blended with pretty rose petals for a floral and wonderfully sweetscented sensation. Preserving the refined nature of the tea, flowers add delicate
sweetness that lingers from start to finish.

White Jasmine
Delicate white jasmine blossoms blended with the highest-grade tender white tea buds
instantly engages the senses. Jasmine in full bloom, with light sugarcane and the delicate
earthiness of mushrooms coming through over time.

Pai Mu Tan
A fresh and lively aroma becomes a delicate, light and engaging flavour with flowers,
honeydew melon and a hint of chocolate to finish. High in antioxidants and low in
caffeine, this is a multi-layered, deceptively complex and refined tea.

HERBAL

Just Chamomile
Plump Egyptian chamomile blossoms provide an intensely sweet, honey-like aroma and
a refined and sublime flavour. Refreshing and calming, soothing and sweetly seductive,
chamomile is one of the most widely-drunk herbal infusions, with very good reason.

Just Peppermint
A bright and golden-green infusion with a powerful aroma and sensationally minty,
sweet, smooth taste. Clean, fresh, uplifting and vibrant.

Strawberries & Cream
A gorgeous blend of hibiscus petals and rosehips with apple, strawberries and yogurt
brews a beautiful red infusion with a bright, sweet aroma. A velvety sweet sensation with
a crisp, tart finish.

Lemongrass & Ginger
With a hint of zest and a whole lot of spicy bright lemongrass – this brew smacks you
sideways with a refreshing sensation that's as vibrant as it is engaging.

Relax
A soothing, calming blend to ease tension and clear the mind. Sweet chamomile provides
the honey-tinged base for fragrant rose and lavender's fresh florals. Lemongrass,
hibiscus and juniper berries complement the tranquillity.

Tummy Tea
A peppermint base with earthy liquorice root, aromatic fennel and calendula produces a
light and bright infusion. An infusion to soothe and ease a sensitive stomach.

Fruitalicious
A veritable explosion of fruit with a tantalising mix of cranberries, blueberries, dragon fruit and goji
berries. Buckle your seatbelt, it’s time for takeoff!

GREEN

China Jasmine
A mellow and refined blend of green tea with jasmine blossoms produces a light yellow
infusion with a full-bodied jasmine scent.

Sencha
A lively yellow infusion produces bright, sweet and savoury aromas that transform into
smooth, grassy flavours.

Gunpowder Green
Strong yellow infusion with an assertive aroma has a waft of smokiness produced by the
tightly curled leaf balls. The flavour is powerful, rich and full with fresh bitterness and a
hint of dry astringency.

Gorgeous Geisha
Green tea with strawberries drizzled in cream is a big and bold sweet sensation. Juicy
fruit blended with the herbaceous grassy aroma of sencha is intriguing, assertive and
very moreish.

Japanese GMC Sencha
The savoury rice addition adds a roasted depth to the fresh, grassy taste of Sencha.

Green Rose
Vibrant green tea blended with rose petals and tropical fruits for a bold taste sensation.

